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1. A Soldier, DAN, stands on the prow of a hill on Hampstead Heath looking 

down at a glowing THIN METAL SQUARE in his hand. His clothes are WORN 

and he wears RAGS round his neck used to cover his face, and an EXOTIC 

RIFLE hangs over one shoulder and the LONG THIN CYLINDER of a SUNBOMB 

is strapped to his back. A PANORAMIC VIEW of London drops away into the 

distance beyond him. The skyline is an apocalyptic nightmare: London burns. 

BIG BEN is a shattered wreck, the LONDON EYE a twisted ruin. A tiny nine 

year old girl, CATHY, sits hugging her knees, her back to the London streets, 

which are choked with THICK FOG. She’s skinny and her grimy clothes are 

ragged, and she also wears RAGS round her neck. A vast ALIEN MOTHERSHIP 

that rains GAS BOMBS and destruction down into the ruined corpse of the 

city. Tiny ATTACK SHIPS pound the city and buzz around the great mothership 

like angry wasps.  This panel should be as big and as spectacular as possible.  

  

DAN: We’re in!   

CATHY: Told you. High enough or close enough and I can hack them.  

DAN: Ammo, food, medical supplies! Place is a Guerrilla Kwik-E-Mart.  

  

2. Without warning a mass of hideous SNARLING FIGURES explode from the 

treeline. The grime covered creatures were once human, but are now 

debased REVENANT their faces distorted by a DISTINCTIVE TATOO. Their eyes 

are completely BLACK and their bodies rotting, but full of hideous strength.  

Cathy’s eyes are WIDE with TERROR.  
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CATHY: Dan REVENANT!  

REVENANT: (Snarling) GRAAAGH!   

  

3. EXTREMELY CLOSE ON: On Dan SLAMMING the BUTT of the LONG CYLINDER 

into the ground.  

  

DAN: Cover your EYES!  

F/X: (Sunbomb) CLICK.   

  

 

4. An immense EXPLOSION OF LIGHT illuminates the Heath like the inside of the 

sun. The creature’s heads EXPLODE as their EYES CATCH FIRE. Dan can barely 

be seen SLAMMING the BUTT of the long cylinder into the ground where it 

CLICKS. Cathy lays curled into a ball on the Heath, almost invisible in the 

intense light, her hands wrapped round her head.   

  

F/X: SHOOOOOOM.  
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1. CLOSE UP: On Dan as he hugs Cathy tight his eyes squeezed shut.   

  

CATHY: (Weakly) Dan if I begin to turn…  

DAN: You won’t. You’re our last hope and I swear I’ll protect you.  

  

2. Fog choked CITY STREETS. Sheltered by the corner of a building in the 

foreground Dan FIRE’S back behind them. Cathy crouches at his knees and 

peeks round the corner at an ALIEN STRUCTURE that squats in the street. The 

low structure is dominated by some kind of complex COMMUNCATIONS 

ARRAY, guarded by two hulking ALIEN FIGURES in heavy BATTLE ARMOUR, 
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their faces obscured by helmets. A HEAVY METAL DOOR behind them leads 

into the structure itself, which PUNCHES through the surface of the street 

and into some kind of subterranean structure below. The Alien guards stand 

ready their rifles, identical to Dan’s EXOTIC RIFLE, poised.  

  

DAN: Just two guarding the Kwik-E mart. 

CATHY: They’re strong. Hard to get through their minds to the door. 

DAN: I’ll handle them. You focus on opening that door. 

 

*NB. Dave, if you can somehow cover up that moronic Only Fools and Horses van 

with dialogue balloons, I will put you on my Christmas card list forever! 

 

3. Dan hurls himself round the corner at the Alien guards his RIFLE BLAZING in 

mid-air. A guard BELLOWS as Dan’s shoots them both, blowing them 

backwards into the heavy metal door.   

  

ALIEN: Mugrfisstarg!  

F/X: BARRRAAAKA! BARAAAKA!  

  

4. Dan lands on his side. His rifle clicks, EMPTY. The Alien guards lay apparently 

dead, smoke curling from their SHATTERED ARMOUR.  

  

DAN: Cathy, the door!  

  

5. CLOSE UP: On Cathy’s face, her fingers to her temples, her eyes squeezed 

shut in concentration. BLACK FLUID oozes from the corners of her eyes.   

  

CATHY: It HURTS!  

PAGE 3.  
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1. Dan yells in triumph as the door SWINGS OPEN in front of him. Behind him, 

unseen, one of the Aliens is not quite dead and pulls the PIN from a 

GRENADE.  

  

DAN: You did it!  

F/X DOOR: SHUUUUNNNG F/X 

GRENADE: Ching.   

  

2. The grenade EXPLODES vaporising the Aliens and blowing Dan through the 

metal doorway, and into the room beyond.   

  

F/X: VABOOOM.  

  

3. CLOSE ON:  RUBBLE COLLAPING over the door, sealing it.  

  

F/X: RUMMMBLE.  

  

4. Cathy SCREAMS, her back pressed against the rubble that covers the door. 

Black fluid bubbles from her terrified eyes as she sees two HIDEOUS 

REVENANT appear from the smoke. Their slavering jaws are WIDE, their 

identical facial TATOO’S stark. They SNARL.   

  

CATHY: DAN! YOU SWORE!  

REVENANT: GRAUUUGH. SNARL  

  

5. In the storeroom Dan falls to his knees. His useless fists leaving BLOODY 

STREAKS on the twisted metal of THE DOOR as Cathy’s dreadful SCREAM 

echoes and is abruptly CUT OFF.  

CATHY: (Through door) DAN! THE DOOR’S 

BLOCKED! AIEEEEEEE….. 

DAN: Cathy, I can’t get to you! I’m trapped! 
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1. Dan slumps in a high tech ALIEN CHAIR that’s covered in keyboards, readouts 

and is connected to banks of computers by thick, twisting cables. The 

Revenant systematically pound at the METAL DOOR, which is BUCKLED under 

the onslaught.  

CAP (DAN’S thoughts): She’s gone. I failed her. Door won’t hold much 

longer and then… game over.  

F/X: THUMP… THUMP… THUMP.  

  

2. Lights suddenly FLARE around the chair and metal STRAPS shoot out, binding 

Dan to the chair as a METAL SPIKE shoots out of the headrest and into his 

NECK.   

  

DAN: The chair it’s… stabbing me! 

F/X: (Above) ZZZZZZzzzzzzzz! 

F/X: (Below) SNIKT.   

 

3. CLOSE ON: A COMPLEX HELMET clamps over Dan’s head.  

  

DAN: Can’t see. Can’t move. 

F/X: THUNK.  

  

4. Inside the helmet Dan sees a HEADS UP DISPLAY that shows TWO HIDEOUS 

ALIEN AVATARS and a mass of ICONS – Health, Troop Strength, etc.,) all of 

which are in ALIEN SCRIPT. Behind the sharply focused display the 

background shows the faint and OUT OF FOCUS view of the RUMBLE STREWN 

DOOR, which has been cleared by REVENANT. The door has almost been 

smashed open. The faint view of the corridor contrasts starkly with the 

sharpness of the Icons and Alien script.   
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FIRST ALIEN AVATAR: Kargh! Griad huo… TRANSLATE… aced the girl. 

The battalions mine. I should so level!   

SECOND ALIEN AVATAR: Noob, where’s your Game Avatar?  

 

5. EXTREMELY CLOSE ON:  Dan’s eyes, WIDE with SHOCK.   

  

DAN: Whose eyes am I looking through? 

  

6. The BLASTED CORRIDOR is suddenly in SHARP FOCUS with the ICONS, 

AVATARS and ALIEN SCRIPT out of focus, and faint. Dan sees a HORDE of 

REVENANT through the SMASHED OPEN DOOR ahead of him. They’re 

standing over his LIVING BODY, which is still plugged into the ALIEN CHAIR, 

poised to strike him. A SINGLE WORD is in sharp focus in Dan’s vision:  

ORDERS?  

  

REVENANT: GROOOAGH. SNARL.   

CAP: (Dan’s view from inside the helmet) ORDERS COMMANDER?  

  

PAGE 5.   

  

1. EXTREMELY CLOSE ON: The diseased face of a REVENANT, whose face shows 

the same Tattoo, but combined with another that looks like a RANK INSIGNIA.  

The Revenant Commander SCREAMS.  

  

DAN (AS REVENANT COMMANDER): STOP!  

  

2. The Revenant horde freeze and look back. Dan sees them through his P.O.V, 

which shows the faint out of focus HEADS UP DISPLAY (icons, avatars etc.) 

The corridor and the revenant are now PIN SHARP and in focus as they look 

back at him. Visible beyond them is Dan’s HUMAN BODY still strapped into 
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the CHAR and wearing the COMPLEX HELMET. The Revenant all have 

IDENTICAL FACIAL TATOOS, but no RANK INSIGNIA.  

   

SECOND ALIEN AVATAR: No fair. He stole my battalion! 

FIRST ALIEN AVATAR: Noob, are you inside the game?  

DAN: Game? Teenagers invade my world, exterminate my people, 

and devastate our world… for FUN!? 

  

3. EXTREMELY CLOSE ON: Dan’s human face/Revenant commanders face. 

 

DAN/REVENANT COMMANDER:  BATTALION! Prepare to PWN these 

little bastards. 

  

4. Final Panel. Wide angle, using whatever space is left on the page for 

maximum impact! The Battalion are arranged in ordered rows with the 

REVENANT COMMANDER controlled by Dan at their head. The Revenant 

battalion PUMP the air with their fists.   

  

REVENANT TROOPS: (As one) OOOO RAAA!  

  


